ACM’s Special Interest Group in AI (SIGAI) announces the second annual SIGAI Career Network Conference (CNC), a meeting that supports early-career scientists in their transition to independent research in academia, industry, or government. CNC includes:

- **Research presentations** from early career researchers to potential mentors and employers;
- **A career fair** that showcases diverse career opportunities in academia, government, and industry;
- **Mentoring opportunities**, including feedback on research statements/presentations and small group discussions;
- **Brokered events** that match researcher interests with career paths and potential employers.

Join us if you are...

- **A Ph.D. student or postdoc** on the job market
  - Showcase your work
  - Connect with potential employers
- **An employer** with open positions
  - Meet the top Ph.D.–level talent in the field
  - Learn about emerging research areas
- **A current Ph.D. student**
  - Learn about potential career paths
  - Get to know your peers
- **A recent graduate**
  - Share your advice and experience
- **Interested in meeting the next generation of AI researchers!**

**CONFERENCE CHAIRS**
Samantha Kleinberg (Stevens Institute of Technology)
Rafael Frongillo (University of Colorado Boulder)

**TREASURER**
Sanmay Das (Washington University in Saint Louis)

**MENTORS**
David Parkes (Harvard University)
Noémie Elhadad (Columbia University)
Susan Epstein (Hunter College, CUNY)
Carla Brodley (Northeastern)
Vasant Honavar (Penn State)

**IMPORTANT DATES**
July 29, 2016: Submissions due
August 12, 2016: Notifications sent
October 19-20, 2016: SIGAI CNC in Boston, MA

http://sigai.acm.org/cnc